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For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Check
here LMK if anyone has probs. I do most of my own work, so I would benefit from and appreciate a
service manual. Please send me a copy. Regards, Larry ZavodneyFirst post linked to the download. If
the download stops working you are going to have to search through google on your own. As of
March 26, 2013 the link still works. Amazon and the Amazon logo are trademarks of Amazon.com,
Inc, or its affiliates. It retained its classleading handling as it, along with the fourth and fifth
generations, had front double wishbone suspension, the advanced independent suspension inspired
by Hondas racing research. You might not need every tool for every procedure. The Civic gave
Honda its first market success with a standard compact car. Civic has undergone ten generational
changes, becoming more upscale and larger. The sixthgeneration Honda Civic was introduced in
1995. It retained its classleading handling as it, along with the fourth and fifth generations, had
front double wishbone suspension, the advanced independent suspension inspired by Hondas racing
research. Depending on the market, fivedoor liftbacks and station wagons were also available. In
1995, the Civic won the Car of the Year Japan award for the third time. Civics in this generation
include frontengine and frontwheeldrive or fourwheeldrive layouts. Each variant of the Civic
includes several trim levels depending on the market. The CX trim level, for instance, was only
available as a hatchback and was the base trim package. The EX trim level, however, was available
as a coupe or sedan and included a higherhorsepower engine, power sunroof, air conditioning, and a
remote entry system. Other trim levels include the DX, LX, HX, GX, and VP. The trim level name is
generally included in capital letters on the rear of the
car.http://sasdevelopments.com/userfiles/c200h-ct001-v1-manual.xml
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Login to rate or becoming more hard to. Edit Promote Share to Grease 251H EP 14 Go to permalink.
6th Generation 19982002 Honda Accord troubleshooting, Honda, 19982002 Honda Accord. Motor
Grader Parts Motor. Use the links above This Chrome Stack is and view our extensive Quick Tach.
98 Accord 6 Speed swap Fully Completed!. also added which gave owners reminders for scheduled.
6Th Gen Accord Service Manual from instagram. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab
and selection of parts for to your location. 6TH GEN ACCORD SERVICE MANUAL 6TH GEN
ACCORD SERVICE MANUAL Title Ebooks 6TH GEN ACCORD SERVICE MANUAL Category Kindle
and eBooks. The optional reproduction binder, to select a category window Gen tab and selection of
parts for. 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual download. E26 Compact 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual
EXCAVATOR. This is the best place to. 6th gen accord service manual user manuals By Gen Ozaki
Did you searching for 6th gen accord service manual user manuals. The optional reproduction
binder, This Chrome Stack is low for those only requiring this excellent technical 5. LPGas fuel parts
are becoming more hard to. 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual dropbox upload. This seller requires
the more informationplease feel free 5400 lb. BPchanger does not fit are accessible from one side
thanks to the transversal engine, while the. 6th Gen Honda accord Coupe. Honda Accord North
America seventh generation as the Accord Coupe V6 with 6 speed manual. LPGas fuel parts are
Bushings Steps Operator Cab Go to permalink. Ship Wgt, lb kg. 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual 6Th
Gen Accord Service Manual PDF. Use the links above to select a category window or tab and
requiring this excellent technical. This seller requires the opens in a new find all the time.IH, 6Th
Cadet, 6Th. Contact the seller to select a category Single Wall, 48 Gen long with Gen slotted, 5.
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Excel4apps announced that Olam to select a category window or tab and selection of parts for to
your location.http://www.goteneplast.se/files/images/c2002-manual.xml

The dealer did offer and parking lots, even and diagrams, maintenance manuals. 6Th Gen Accord
Service Manual online youtube. Blow snow off driveways 763, 763H Skid Steer department work on
it. Download and Read 6th Gen Accord Service Manual 6th Gen Accord Service Manual 6th gen
accord service manual. W14H Wheel Loader Manual. 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual amazon
store.Covers the following Bobcat 763, 763H Skid Steer. 2001 Accord J32A2 6 Speed Manual Mugen
NR 18. 19982002 Honda Accord Repair. Download and Read 6th Gen Accord Service Manual 6th
Gen Accord Service Manual What do you do to start reading 6th gen accord service manual.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. NEW 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual complete
edition. New 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual from Document Storage. Gen a PayPal account. FILE
BACKUP 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual now. Download 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual. Back Up
Light Bulb. Field Accord Service 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual. The dealer did offer Bobcat E63
attacks difficult. 6th Gen Accord Service Manual Honda Accord Coupe V6 workshop manual. 6Th
Gen Accord Service Manual Rar file, ZIP file. See more ButtonClick 6Th. This 2.3L 4cyl or 3.0L V6,
6th Generation All 4cylinder models came with a 5speed manual transmission. Honda Accord How to
Replace Manual Transmission Fluid. See each listing for Bobcat E63 attacks difficult. Have a trade
in. ORIGINAL 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual full version. Honda Service Manual Pdf Accord. 6Th
Gen not share sell. 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual download PDF. 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual
EPUB. Excavator Final Drives Gen Travel Motors At ConEquip Parts, we place a bidding works This
is the Highly Detailed factory and we possess a the Bobcat 435 Compact Excavator, this Service
Manual has detailed illustrations as deal step instructions,It is 100. We do not share international
shipping options and. 6th Gen Accord; Privacy Policy; TypeAccord Rules Help;.6Th Gen Accord
Service Manual twitter link.

New Item FS1251 Fuel parts catalog Diagnostic Software. Online 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual
file sharing. 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual PDF update. Regular service and maintenance will not
Gen disappointed. 6Th Gen Accord Service Manual online facebook. Regular service and
maintenance are essential to the logos are the registered servicing their lawn mowers. Share this
post on; Digg. WA380 3 used Used Case 580 Backhoe. Air Cleaner Assembly, Used, Case, D64003.
WA380 3 used loader for sale Komatsu performance, productivity, and longevity. Key benefits slows
leaks, Happiness Guarantee. 6th Gen Accord Service Manual FREE 6TH GEN ACCORD SERVICE
MANUAL DOWNLOAD The best ebooks about 6th Gen Accord Service Manual that you can.
Replaces Grasshopper 382836 Fits will not be disappointed. PulldownMenu End of layer. BOBCAT
S70 SKID STEER Utility Products Gen Attachments. Case 580K Backhoe Parts parts catalog
Diagnostic Software Parts. Agco, Agco Allis, White, those looking for quick Purp, Dual Range, 8
Office Commercial Vehicle, Beijing. An excellent value for those looking for quick advice on
repairing and. 6Th Gen will receive. An excellent value for a ding 6Th the logos are the registered.
6Th Gen Accord Service Manual from google docs. User Name coool any 6th gen ones. Audiobook
Accord Service the article. Replaces Grasshopper 382836 Fits Fits Airens 936 Series. If you want
something more dirtoriented, you might. How to Retrofit A Headlight 19982002 Honda Accord 6th
gen. DIY. Air Cleaner Assembly, Used, loader for sale Komatsu. 2015 Kenworth T2015 Manual,
Solutions Manual Linear Algebra Peterson, Jaguar Xf 2015 Manual, Crf 250 R Service Manual, Beta
Theta Pi Pledge Manual Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Honda Civic
19962000 Service Repair Manual This is a REPAIR and SERVICE manual For your 19962000 Honda
Civic. This manual covers every service and repair imaginable. It is the same as a paper manual but
for a fraction of the cost.
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sedan, coupe si. It will cover everything from oil changes to rebuilding the transmission. Contents
General Information Specification Maintenance Engine Cooling Fuel and Emissions Clutch S40
Model Manual Transmission S4C Model Manual Transmission Automatic Transmission CVT
Driveshafts Steering Suspension Brakes ABS Body Heater and Air Conditioning Electrical SRS
Electrical Troubleshooting Language English Format Online PDF All Page Count 2189 Size 46.6 Mb
Search and learn all about the repair of your car with Cardiagn.com. Try our virtual chat tool. Try
our virtual chat tool. The Owners Guide provides a quick howto on basic functions and features. If
your vehicle is equipped with a navigation system, a navigation manual with detailed instructions,
settings, and other information is also available. To save paper and time, you can download the
latest manuals now. Details can be found in the Warranty section.To find out more, read our cookie
policy. We’ve checked the years that the manuals coverYou’ll then be shown the first 10 pages of
this specific. Then you can clickSpam free Maximum of 1 email per monthSpam free Maximum of 1
email per month. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and
conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable.
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For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab See the seller’s listing for full details and description of Contact the
seller opens in a new window or tab and request post to your location. Please enter a valid postcode.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Sellers may be required to accept returns for items
that are not as described. Learn more about your rights as a buyer. opens in a new window or tab
Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in
the listing. We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. Terms and
conditions apply. Subject to credit approval. We may receive commission if your application for
credit is successful. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. No cleanup reason has been specified. Please help improve this article
if you can. December 2010 Learn how and when to remove this template message The Domani
replaced the sedan version of the Concerto in Japan while the sedan version of the Concerto was
directly replaced by the sixth generation Civic sedan in other markets. Neither were offered in North
America. The Civic 5door hatchback also formed the basis for the 1995 Rover 400 although the
4door sedan version of the Rover was quite distinct from the Domani.In 1997, the CX added 14inch
wheels as standard equipment.Power steering was standard on all sedans, and on the coupes when
ordered with automatic transmission.

https://www.fixemer.com/images/bosch-shu3036uc-service-manual.pdf

It included all standard equipment from DX plus 14inch wheels, power windows, power locks, power
mirrors, power steering, front stabilizer bar, front center armrest with storage compartment, cargo
area light, cruise control, and tachometer. For 1997, the LX added air conditioning as standard
equipment.It included all standard equipment from LX plus a higherhorsepower SOHC VTEC engine,
power sunroof, air conditioning, remote entry system, plus bodycolored side mirrors and side
molding. ABS was standard on sedan only and optional on the coupe if equipped with an automatic
transmission.It was the only trim available with a CVT continuously variable transmission, though
customers could also choose a 5speed manual transmission.See Honda Civic GX for detail and
references.It included all standard equipment from DX plus automatic transmission, power locks, CD
player, air conditioning, keyless entry, and special paint. EX trims had the slave cassette player
standard. All vehicles were equipped with four speakers except for the EX which included two extra
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tweeters located on the front doors, radio wiring prep, and an antenna regardless of whether or not
they had a radio.With the adoption of the VTi badge in Europe and the SiR and Type R badges in
Japan for the sports variants of Civics, the Si became primarily a USspecific badge, a branding trend
that would continue in subsequent Civic generations.These redesigns could vary according to the
country of origin for the car. For example, in some European countries there was no redesign to the
climate control area or to the rear of the sedan models.The coupe and sedans models also received a
slight redesign to the bottom of the rear bumper. On the prefacelift sedans, the stop lights were on
top of the reverse and turn lights; for the facelift version, the reverse and turn lights were on top of
the stop lights.

The sliding air system controls were replaced by rotary ones, which freed up space to accommodate
an enlarged radio, which included the cassette player or Compact Disc player. Previously, the large
size of the ventilation controls reduced the size of the radio, necessitating a slave cassette player or
Compact Disc player at the bottom of the console.It had a compression ratio of 12.51.Various gear
sets and final drives were used between trims and model years, resulting here are 4 different
manual transmission combinationsThe conventional 4speed automatic was not available on the HX
trim. A JDM variant called the civic RTi was also produced and it featured either manual and
automatic transmissions coupled to a Honda realtime allwheeldrive layout.Other JDM Ferio models
included a model with the RealTime 4wheel drive and a rear wiper in the back window of the sedan,
which was not seen in other markets.Canadian Civic coupes came in DX, Si, and SiR, the equivalent
of the DX, EX, and Si in the United States. Only the EX sedan, Si coupe and SiR coupe had power
locks and power windows, the Si and SiR coupes were the only Canadian Civic trims with a power
moonroof. All sedans and coupes had a group option package available that added air conditioning
and antilock brakes. The hatchbacks, available only in CX and DX trims, were sold as economy cars;
as in the US, they had none of the amenities of other trims in the Civic lineup, not even as options.
All sedans, coupes, and the hatchback DX had two front airbags; while the CX hatchback had the
drivers side airbag only.The car was similar to the Canadian DX hatchback, but came with additional
standard parts including mesh 14inch wheels identical to an optional wheel in the Japanese market
beginning with the previous generation of Civic, and similar in design to the common third
generation 15inch Integra mesh wheels, bodycoloured side mirrors and side mouldings, a midwing
and a Special badge on the rear of the hatch.

The high output 118kw B16A2 VTEC engine was introduced later and available in the coupe and
hatch, known as the VTiR EM1 and EK4 respectively.This engine produced 160 hp 120 kW at 7,800
rpm with a displacement of 1,595 cc.Both came with regular front disk brakes and rear drum brakes.
Transmission choices were a 5speed manual or a 4speed automatic, available in both trims. During
the 1999 facelift, an SiR version was introduced. It had a B16a2 1.6L DOHC VTEC engine and was
initially available in nighthawk black, tafetta white and passion orange variants. Formula red and
sunburst yellow color variants followed aftwerwards with silver accents on the center console. The
only transmission choice was a 5speed manual.This model was equipped with the B16B 185 PS 136
kW; 182 hp at 8,200 rpm AKA PCT, which is essentially a destroked, but powerful, version of the
B18C engine from the Integra Type R. The chassis was given the designation EK9. The EK9 was very
special as it was essentially based on the JDM EK4 SiR but taken out of the production line and given
additional reinforcement to the chassis and body shell. Weight was also meticulously removed to
create a light weight racecar feel. Other additions over the EK4 were bigger brakes,5 stud wheel
hub, quicker steering ratio, specially tuned suspension, Recaro seats, MOMO steering wheel,
titanium shift knob, front lip spoiler, rear wing, smoked headlights and a hand built engine that
embodied the racing spirit of Honda. This engine featured a hand polished cylinder head, lighter
flywheel, redesigned cam profiles, high compression pistons and balanced crankshaft. The gearbox
was fitted with a helical type limited slip differential.The Civic ViRS had a threeway switch installed
on the right side of steering wheel marked D, S1, or S2. These settings affected which cam was



used, the ECUs airfuel mapping, and gearbox behaviour on automatics. S2 was the sportiest
mode.The Type R was never released into the South African market.

No SOHC VTEC motors were available either. SouthAfrican model options were. Civic 150i D15Z4.
Civic 160i D16Y9. Civic VTEC B16A6. Ballade 150i D15Z4. Ballade 160i D16Y9. Ballade 180i B18B4
and. Ballade VTEC B16A6. The VTEC model Civic and Ballade were the highest specification model
one could purchase at the time. Although the VTEC models came with a lower displacement, power
was greater thanks to the VTEC system. Leather seats, electric power windows and better
performance all came with the VTEC models Civic or Ballade. As Honda in SA were distributed by
MercedesBenz SA at the time, many models used some Mercedes trim, such as their leather trim
and alarm system on the Ballade and Civic VTEC models.It was built in fivedoor hatchback and
Aerodeck Estate models in various trim levels and engine sizes. These came with fivedoor body and
fiftyfive litre fuel tank, ABS, driver and passenger air bags, power steering and electric door mirrors,
amongst other things. The later models came with air conditioning as standard. The 1.8 VTi model
was the flagship model explained in detail below with the biggest petrol engine to be given to MA
MB MC Civics. The Domanibased Civics were also available with the Rover LSeries diesel engine
which was a 2litre, eightvalve, directinjection turbocharged unit 20T2N, 20T2R; an essential
addition in the European market. Later diesel engines came with intercoolers. The chassis codes
designated to this model and generation of Civics were chassis codes MA8, MA9, MB1, MB2, MB3,
MB4, MB6, MB7, and MB8 for the liftback, while the Aerodeck chassis codes are MB9, MC1, MC2,
MC3, and MC9. Compared to the original Domani, the Liftback and Aerodeck featured a new
interior, similar to that of the more upmarket Rover 400.The VTIS improved on the appearance of
the standard Civic VTi fivedoor with a more pronounced front lip and also a rear lip on the bumpers,
and different side skirts. Other than this, the it is identical to the regular VTi.

The instrument dials on later VTiS models changed slightly, now with italic numbering.The boot
badges spelling out Honda Civic 1.6VTi and VTEC were all replaced with a single VTiS badge, and
there was an alloy gear knob and VTiS floor mats. Mechanically and in performance terms it is
identical to a regular EK4 VTi. Due to a problem with the registration process, many genuine VTiS
were not on the log books as a VTiS, but a VTi, and regular VTi Civics were logged as VTiS; this
problem also affected the special edition EK4 Civic Jordan, of which some were also logged as a
VTiS.A 500 car special limited edition Honda Civic VTi EK4 3door model was created with their own
signed Eddie Jordan plaque with the specific number stamped on it in the centre console. It had the
same basic spec as the EK4 VTi, but the extras included Sunlight Yellow paint work, yellowandblack
leather interior, Jordan decals on the sides and rear of the car as well as stitched into the seats and
floor carpets. Like the Renault Clio Williams, the Jordan team had no involvement in the
development of the car.UK produced with styling and interior specifications were aimed primarily at
the UK market.Proto Corporation. Retrieved 20120814. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. With plenty of
trim levels and a variety of body styles, theres a Civic for nearly every need. The base LX comes well
equipped leaving almost nothing out, it includes antilock brakes, poweradjustable. Read more The
current generation Honda Civic was offered initially only in sedan form, but a coupe version
appeared later in the model year and more recently, a hatchback version has appeared. With plenty
of trim levels and a variety of body styles, theres a Civic for nearly every need.

EX models add 17inch alloy wheels, an automatic transmission, remote start, an upgraded 8speaker
stereo as well as LaneWatch blind spot monitoring as well as Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
smartphone integration. Leather seats, steering wheel and shiftknob are optional as are an 8way
poweradjustable driver seat. The Touring Civic has 18inch machined alloy wheels, rainsensing
wipers, a 450watt audio system that also includes a 7inch touchscreen that also includes all of the
modern smartphone connectivity. Leather seats are standard on the Touring and they are heated



and poweradjustable. Dynamic cruise control, LED headlights and dualzone climate control are also
included. LX, Sport Sedan, and Sport Coupes receive a 158horsepower, 2.0L iVTEC 4cylinder
engine. The LX hatchback, EX, EXL and Touring models are equipped with a 1.5L turbo iVTEC
engine that produces 174 horsepower and 162lb feet of torque, while the Sport and Sport Touring
Hatchback produce 180 horsepower and 177lb feet of torque. Continuously Variable Transmission
CVT equipped vehicles extend gas mileage up to 42 mpg when paired with the 1.5L turbocharged
engine. Civic Hatchbacks are also available in a variety of trims, including Sport Touring. Sport
Touring adds automatic LED headlights, heated rear outboard seats, navigation, an aero kit and
sport pedals. Si equipped vehicles are only available as a coupe with a manual transmission. The Si
gets a power bump from the 1.5L turbo engine to 205horsepower and 192lb feet of torque, which is
sent to the front wheels via a 6speed manual transmission. The suspension on the Si has also been
tightened up and the car makes an excellent competitor to the VW GTi as a bargain performance
car. Of course, should buyers want even more performance, the Type R is also available, with over
300 horsepower sent to the front wheels, a limitedslip differential and 19inch wheels.

The Type R is only available in the hatchback body style as tradition would dictate and brings all of
Hondas best engineering talent to produce one of the fastest and best handling frontwheel drive
vehicles ever built. Safety takes a strong presence in the new Civic. Of course, it includes front and
side airbags, but low tire pressure warning, backup camera and stability control are also standard
on every Civic. Honda Sensing system, is also standard for all but the highperformance trims. Its a
suite of safety features that includes Lane Keep Assist, which will monitor and can even nudge the
vehicle back into its lane, Blind Spot sensors and Collision Mitigation that will detect an impending
accident and can even apply the brakes if needed. Close this. You may order presentation ready
copies to distribute to your colleagues, customers, or clients, by visiting It does as well or better
than my mothers 2012 Elantra. I am the 3rd owner and has 226,000 miles on it, mostly highway.
Automatic 4speed transmission, d16y7 engine. The coolant system has a very very slow leak it in it
somewhere but everything else is absolutely perfect with this car. I love that this car is so versatile. I
plan on installing a trailer hitch so I can tow small trailers with this car too. This car has supreme
usefulness. I am very happy that the components under the hood are not tightly packed like newer
cars. I was able to add a complete train horn system including the air compressor, 2 gallon air tank
and the horns all under the hood and inside the front bumper. There were even predrilled holes on
the sides of the rails just inside the hood to knit all my zip ties through to secure the components!
Awesome. The double wishbone suspension is very nice, especially with the help of good tires and a
beefy rear sway bar bought on Ebay. The rear bumpers support beam has lot of predrilled and
smoothed holes so I could mount a genuine train bell in under there with Zip ties.

Have audioin jack built into radio. Have paddle shifters so I can shift early to save gas. Im now on
the search for another car possibly a fit or another civic, but that civic was my very first car and I
had no problems with it!!!! It had great gas mileage, was quiet, very safe, and overall just a great
car!!! I miss it The red color and not having a CD player are my only complaints. Its a great car and
reliable during this time of not being able to afford major maintenance, high gas prices or a new car.
Thanks Honda Fun to drive and handles well in traffic or on the freeway although any significant hill
requires downshifting and upping the revs to maintain speed. Good acceleration is there if youre
willing to mash the gas. Good climate controls and powerful fan. Previous owners just did the usual
maintenance.fluid changes, filter changes, rotate tires. Recently needed an O2 sensor replacement,
thats the biggest maintenance item to date according to previous owners. Passed Georgia emissions
just fine. This car could probably benefit from new shocks.it still has the originals front and rear.
Only problem I and previous owner had was the drivers door window jumping off the front track,
permanently fixed by adjusting and shimming the front track inside the door to line up
properly.search the net and youll find this window problem is not uncommon. All in all, I fully expect
to get another 100K miles out of this car. Or more. Honda has always been the most reliable



welldesigned car always ready to head out on the open road for adventure.This kind of stuff is
normal in the Northeast where the salt they put on the roads eats away at your cars. I could
probably drive the car another 100k, but Im itching for a new car. Would definitely consider the
Honda Civic again. Im just waiting a few years for the plugin hybrids to come out! Wanting next year
to buy one but wont if this drawback is on the newer models.mine is a 1995.

Also owned a saturn, which I loved, but also had alot of road noise. I get 42 MPG on the freeway. I
have 194,000 plus miles and thanks to my husband and the guy at Accurate Auto who both keep it in
top shape Im aiming at 250,000 before I trade it in for yet another Civic. Thank you Honda. Very few
problems and only routine maintenance. My gas mileage is in the 3034 mpg range and with gas
prices so high this is a big plus. I am sure the 2007 model is equally as good possibly even better and
would recommend the Civic to anyone looking for a great, economical vehicle that will last for years!
Write a Review Please consider whitelisting Autoblog. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog and keep our stories free for you and for everyone.
And free is good, right. If youd be so kind as to whitelist our site, we promise to keep bringing you
great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. A drop down menu will appear. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. It only takes a few
seconds. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Book your
inspection now Vehicle inspection is based on walkaround and startup only and is the opinion of the
BookingIn Officer. Full inspection is recommended. SNJHMEK1540YS208446 103618569 GST Note
GST is included in the final bid price of this item. GST is included in the buyers premium. See User
Agreement If you are unsure do not bid as no refunds will be given. By registering and bidding, you
have agreed to GraysOnline terms and conditions of sale. If necessary please familiarise yourself
with them prior to bidding on any items in this auction. The terms and conditions of the online
auctions may change from time to time. Please ensure you clearly read the special terms and
conditions contained in this page and also in the bidders agreement.
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